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Perhaps the most natural of all nonassociative division algebras are the 
nonassociative quaternions [2, 51. Closely related to them are their split 
forms; extension of scalars in a quaternion algebra leads to the algebra of 
2 by 2 matrices, and extension of scalars in the nonassociative quaternions 
leads to the algebras that are our concern here. In very explicit form, here 
is what they are: 
DEFINITION. A split nonassociative quaternion algebra over a field K is a 
4-dimensional algebra A that (in a suitable basis) has a multiplication table 
of the form in Table I. The 1 is a constant in K with 1 #O, 1. Taking II = 1 
would give the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over K. (Taking A= 0 gives an 
algebra that is not simple.) 
Our goal is to classify maximal orders in these algebras over arbitrary 
Dedekind domains. Locally, we will be able to write down explicit repre- 
sentatives of all isomorphism classes. Globally, the classes will have an 
initial invariant that is an ideal in the domain, and then the classes for each 
of those will correspond to the ray class group for that ideal. The theory 
is surprisingly different from that for matrices. It will be used in [3] to 
analyze the maximal orders in general nonassociative quaternion algebras. 
*This work forms part of a doctoral dissertation at the Pennsylvania State University. 
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TABLE I 
el e2 e3 e4 
el el 0 e3 0 
e2 0 e2 0 e4 
6 0 e3 0 el 
e4 e4 0 i.e, 0 
1. BASIC INFORMATION 
Our algebra A has a unit 1 ( = e, + e,), but it is not associative. The 
subspace E = Kel 0 Ke, is isomorphic to the K-algebra K x K, and 
a(k) = (ab) c whenever one of a, b, c is in that subalgebra. (See [S], where 
this property is used to characterize such algebras A.) Two such algebras 
with constants I and 1’ are isomorphic if and only if A’ = A or A’ = l/k in 
the latter case, the isomorphism can be given by sending (e,, e2, e3, e4) to 
(e;, e;, e&, Ae;). In general, the only automorphisms of A are the maps 
sending (el,e2,e3,e4) to (e,,e,, c(e3, ccP1eq) for O#cc in K. If A= -1, 
however, then l/A = 1 and we also have automorphisms ending (e,, e2, 
e3, 4 to (e2, el, fled, -Bp1e3). 
For each b in A, right multiplication by b is a K-linear transformation 
b, on A. We define the characteristic polynomial of b to be the charac- 
teristic polynomial of b,. Straightforward computation shows that the 
characteristic polynomial of b = u + ve2 + we3 + ze4 is 
= {x2-(2u+v)x+U(u+v)-zw) 
. {x2-(2u+v)x+u(u+v)-Azw} 
(In the matrix algebra case with A = 1, we would get a square; we no longer 
have that, but we still do have a factorization into two quadratics.) It is 
easy to see that left multiplication by b also has this same characteristic 
polynomial. 
Computation shows that the trace of b, is 2(2u+ v). But we can 
avoid difficulties with the prime 2 by defining the reduced trace of 
b= u+ue, + we3 +ze, to be tr(b)= 224 + u. It is clear that this value is 
unchanged by the automorphisms of A (even when I = - 1) and thus is 
intrinsically defined. 
Since tr is a linear function on A, we can define a bilinear function on 
A by B(a, b) = tr(ab). It is not symmetric, but we can still define the 
discriminant of A as an element of K (determined up to square factors) given 
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by the determinant of a matrix giving B in some basis. We can compute it 
directly in the basis (1, e2, e3, e4): 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The discriminant of A is (the square class of) -A. In 
particular, it is nonzero. 
Now let R be a Dedekind domain with fraction field K. As usual (see, for 
instance, [4]), we say that a full R-lattice in A is a finitely generated 
R-submodule spanning A over K. It is an R-order if it also contains 1 and is 
closed under multiplication, and it is a maximal R-order if it is an R-order 
not contained in any other R-order. For each nonzero prime .c?? of R, we 
let R, denote the localization at 9, a discrete valuation ring. If L is a full 
R-lattice, then each L,Y = L OR R, is a full R,-lattice in A. The following 
local-to-global results are true with exactly the same proofs as for 
associative algebras (see [4]): 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) A full R-lattice L is an R-order zff each L,9 is an 
R,-order. 
(b) An R-order M is maximal iff each M, is a maximal R,-order. 
(c) Suppose L(Y) is a full R,-lattice for each 9, and suppose there is 
a full R-lattice A4 with M, = L(Y) f or all but finitely many 9. Then there 
is a full R-lattice L with L,p = L(Y) for all Y. 
LEMMA 1.3. If b E A is in an R-order, then tr(b) is in R. 
Proof: If b is in an R-order, then we know [4, p. 1101 that its charac- 
teristic polynomial f(x) has coefficients in R. As we saw before, f(x) is the 
product of two manic quadratic functions. All roots of f(x) are integral 
over R, so the roots of the quadratics are integral over R. Hence the coef- 
ficients of the quadratics are integral over R and hence lie in R since R is 
integrally closed. 1 
Let us define the discriminant of an R-order N to be the ideal g(N) of 
R generated by the set of elements 
{det(tr(n,n,)) I 1 di, j<4, n,EN}. 
Each n,n, is in N, so the 4 x4 matrix tr(n,nj) has entries in R, and thus 
g(N) c R. By Proposition 1.1, we have g(N) #O. The usual argument [4, 
p. 661 shows that if we expand an R-order N to a strictly bigger one N’, 
then g(N) is a nontrivial square factor times S(N’). Hence any strictly 
increasing chain of R-orders gives a strictly increasing chain of integral 
ideals, and so it must eventually stop. Thus we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Every R-order in A is contained in a maximal R-order. 
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Note that if u is chosen in R with ul E R, then N = Re, @ Re, @ 
uRe, @ Re, is an R-order. Hence by Proposition 1.4 we have: 
COROLLARY 1.5. Maximal R-orders exist. 
2. CLASSIFICATION OF MAXIMAL ORDERS OVER LOCAL R 
In this section we assume that R has only one prime, 9, so in other 
words R is a discrete valuation ring. Let p be a generator of 9. Without 
loss of generality we can also assume that A is in R. (If A is not in R, we 
can change to a new basis where A-’ occurs instead of 1.) 
LEMMA 2.1. Any order has a basis of the form 
{ 1, pmez, r + se2 + te,, u + oe, + we3 + ze4} 
with coefficients in K. 
Proof If N is an R-order, then N n E is an R-order in E = Ke, @ Ke2 = 
K. 10 Ke,. Hence N n E is contained in R @ Re,, which is the integral 
closure of R in E. Since 1 is in the order by definition, N n E = R @ Rpme2 
for some m 2 0. A triangularization argument finishes the proof. i 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K 
and maximal ideal pR. Assume ,IE R. For each m 80 that satisfies 
p3”’ ( (2 - l), let M, be the R-module in A with basis 
{1,p”e2,e2+e3,p -“(l-2e2-e3+e,)}. 
Then M, is a maximal order. Furthermore, every maximal order is 
isomorphic to exactly one of the M, and has a basis of the form 
(1, pme2, e2 + ue3, p-“( 1 - 2e, - ae3 + a-‘e,)} 
for O#cl in K. 
Proof It is straightforward to multiply basis elements and check that 
each M, is an order; the most significant computation is that 
p-“(1-2e2-e3+e,).pp”(1-2e,-e,+e,)=p-*”(l--;1)e,, 
where the product lies in M, because p3” divides (A - 1). We shall also 
need more general sets of generators for M,, as follows. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Take m > 0, and assume p3” divides i - 1. Let k, , kz, k,, k, 
be elements in R such that 
k, is a unit, 
2k, + k, E 0 mod pm, 
k,=k,= -k,modp”, and 
k,(k, + k2) - k,k, z 0 mod p*“. 
Then 
(1, pme2, e2 + e3, p-‘Yk, + k2e2 + k3e3 + k,e,)} 
is a basis of M,. 
ProoJ: Since k, E k, mod p” and k, is a unit, k4 is also a unit. Multi- 
plying all ki by k; ’ , we can assume that k, = 1. The congruences then 
show us that we can write 
k, = 1 + pmc,, 
k, = -2 + pmc2, 
k, = - 1 + pmc3, 
with the ci in R. The condition k,(k, + k,)- k,k, r0 mod p*” then 
reduces to pm(cz - c3) E 0 mod p2”‘, so pm divides c2 - c3. It is trivial then 
to compute that 
=cI + {P~m(C2-c3)~ p”e2+c3(e2+e3). 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose the span of 
{l,pne2, p’(e,+e,),p-“(k,+k,e,+k,e,+k,e,)} 
is an order, with 0 6 m d n - r and the ki in R and k, a unit. Then p3” divides 
A - 1 and the order is contained in M,. 
Proof: For m = 0 the result is obvious, and so we can assume m > 0. To 
show the containment, it will be enough to show that the ki satisfy the con- 
ditions in Lemma 2.3. First, as we have p-“(k, + k2e2 + k,e, + k,e4) in an 
order, its characteristic polynomial is in R[x]. This shows us that 
2k, + k, E 0 mod pm and k,(k, + k2) - k,k, E 0 mod p2”. The product 
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is in the order, and when we write it in terms of the basis elements we 
find that the coefficient of p”c? is p “‘(k,+k,), so k,+k,=Omodp”‘. 
Write k, = -k, + p”d, and k, = - 2k, + p”‘d?. Inserting these expressions 
into the congruence k,(k, +k?)-kjk4=Omod p”” gives -ky+k,k,+ 
pmdzk, -p”‘d,k,=Omod p21n’, and hence k,(k, -k,)-Omod p”‘. As k, is 
a unit, k , E k, mod p”‘. Thus we have the congruences we need for the k,. 
Finally, take 
Pm “Yk, + kze2 + k3e3 + k,e,). (p “‘(k, + k,e, + k,e3 + k,e,) - dz) 
and write it in terms of the basis; the coefficient of p “‘c2 comes out to be 
p 3’“(i - 1) k,k,. Both k, and k, arc units, since they are congruent to 
+k, mod p”‘, and thus p’” divides i. - 1. 1 
Now look at an arbitrary order N, with a basis 
as in Lemma 2.1. The characteristic polynomial of r + se, + le, is 
(x-r)2 {.K-(r+s)}2, and the proof of Lemma 1.3 shows that its roots are 
in R, so r and s are in R. Subtracting a multiple of I, we can assume r = 0. 
The simplest case occurs when s is divisible by p”, as we can then 
subtract and assume s=O. Applying an automorphism multiplying e3 by 
f-‘, we can find an order isomorphic to N with a basis of the form 
(with different \t’ and 2). Since the last basis element here is in an R-order, 
Lemma 1.3 shows that 2~ + t‘ and u(u + L.) - ;M’ and u(u + c) - j.zM* are in 
R. As the order is closed under multiplication, the elements 
e3. (u + ve-, + we3 + ze4) = 24, + (u + c) e3 
and 
(u + ve, + we3 + ze4) .pne2 = f(u + v) c2 + pnwe3 
are in the order. Hence z and USC andp”w are in R. As u+o and 2u+r* 
are in R, we have u and v in R; subtracting, we can assume u = 0. Let p’ 
be the largest power dividing both 2 and p”. Then 1, = p% is in R, since 
ZM: and p”nJ are in R, and of course f4 = z/p’ is in R. Thus our order has 
a basis 
11, fez, e3, up2 +p /,f3e3 + p!f,e,). 
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Applying the automorphism that sends e3 to pje, (and e4 to p-‘e,), we 
have N isomorphic to the order with basis 
(1, pne2, e3, vez+f3e3 +hed), 
which is contained in M,. 
More generally, now, suppose p’ is the highest power dividing s, with 
0 < Y < IZ. Without loss of generality we can assume that s = p’. Applying an 
automorphism multiplying e3 by t-‘, we can assume that t = 1. For 
brevity, let us write f for u + vez + we3 + zeq. Its reduced trace, 2~ + v, is in 
R; and its characteristic polynomial shows that u(u + v) -zw is in R. We 
have f. p”ez = p”(u + v) e2 + pnwe3, and writing that expression in terms 
of the basis shows that p”w is in R. Similarly, f. (p’e, f e3) = 
(p’(u+~)+I~z}e,+(u+p’w)e,, and hence u + p’w is in R. Finally, 
(p’e,+e3).f=z+{-z+p’(u+v)}e,+(u+v)e,+p’ze,, 
and its reduced trace z + p’(u + v) is in R. 
Now since u + p’w and p”w are in R, we have pnp’u in R. As 2u + v is 
also in R, we have p n- ‘v in R. As z + p’(u + v) is in R, we have p”.-- ‘z in R. 
Suppose the actual denominator of u is p”, with 0 < m < n - r. Then in fact 
p”v and p “+‘w are in R. Furthermore, p “‘+’ is the exact denominator of 
w, since u + p’w is in R. Finally, z + p’(u + v) is in R, so z is in R if r 2 m 
and p “-‘z is in R if r<m. 
Write p*u = k, and pmv = k, and p ms’~ = k,, where the k, are in R and 
k, and k, are units. Suppose first r B m. We have u(u + v) - zu’ = 
P -2mk,(k, + k2) -pc-m+“kjz in R, and hence pmp’k3z is in R. Thus p’+” 
divides z, and we can write z = p ‘pmkq. Our basis currently has the form 
(1, pne2, p’e2 + e3, p-“‘(k, + k,e,) + p-(m+‘)k3e3 + p’-mkqe4). 
On the other hand, if we have r < m, then we have pm-‘Z in R, say = k,, 
and again we get the same expression for our basis. Applying an 
automorphism multiplying e3 by pr, we get an order isomorphic to N with 
a basis of the form 
(1, pne2, p’(e2 + e3), p-“(k, + k2e2 + k3e3 + k4eJ). 
Lemma 2.4 shows that this order is contained in M, and that p3” divides 
2 - 1. Thus, up to isomorphism, an arbitrary order N is contained in M, 
for some m b 0 that satisfies p3”( (2 - 1). It is clear now that M, is a 
maximal order and every maximal order is isomorphic to exactly one of 
the M, and has a basis of the form 
{1,p”e,,e,+ae,,p~“(1-22ez--cre,+a-’e,)} 
for 0 # CI in K. 1 
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Note. When A = - 1, there is another type of automorphism of A, 
sending (e,, e2, e3, e4) to (e2, e,, Lb, - /V’e3). But this automorphism 
preserves R 0 Rpme2, and so it does not make any two of the M, iso- 
morphic. 
For use in the global case, we must supplement Theorem 2.2 with a 
result determining exactly what different maximal orders there are of each 
type. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. A maximal order A4 isomorphic to M, is preserved by 
the automorphism sending (e,, e2, e3, e4) to (e,, e2, /?e,, b-led) precisely 
when /? = 1 mod pm. 
Proof Let M have the basis 
{1,pme,,e,+cre,,p~“(l-2e,-ae,+cr~1e4)}. 
The image of M under the automorphism then has basis 
{ 1, pme2, e2 + c@e,, p-“(I - 2e, - ape3 + aC’p-‘e,)]. 
The two will be the same iff we can express each basis R-linearly in terms 
of the other one. Solving over K, we have 
e2 + aBe3 = (~~“(1 -B)} .pme2 + S(ez + aed, 
with coefficients in R only when fl= 1 mod pm. The coefficients of 
~~“(1 -2e,-ape3+a-‘fl-‘e,) in the original basis are similarly 
{p-“(/3- 1) b-l}, (p-*“(fi- l)‘}, (~~“(1 -~2)fl-‘}, and BP’, all of 
which are integral when b z 1 mod pm. The same computation using fl- ’ 
gives the expressions the other way. m 
Note that here the condition for m = 0 is to be interpreted as saying 
simply that p is a unit. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose A = - 1. The automorphism sending 
(e 1, e2, e3, d fo (e2, el, Bed, -P-‘e3) sends a maximal order with basis 
{ 1, pme2, e,+ae3, p-“(1 -2e,-ae,fa-led)} 
to the maximal order with basis 
{ 1, pme2, e2 + ye3, p -m(l-2e2-ye,+y-1e,)} 
where y = a-‘p-‘. 
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Proof Computed directly, the image basis is 
(1, pmel, e, +aBe,, P-” (1-2e, -a/Ie4-a-‘~-‘e,)}, 
which has the same span as 
{ 1, pme2, 1 -e,+aj?e,, p-“(-1+2e,-a-‘f’e,+a/?e,)}. 
Theorem 2.2 shows that there must be some y for which this maximal order 
has a basis 
(1, pme2, e2+ye3, P -“( 1 - 2e, -ye, + Y-‘e,)). 
If we express e2 + ye, in terms of the basis that we have the coefficient of 
pme2 is p -“( 1 + ally), and therefore we must have apy = - 1 mod p”. This 
condition is the same as requiring ajy = 1 mod pm, since p” divides 
,4 - 1 = -2. Proposition 2.5 shows that y is unique only up to factors that 
are congruent to 1 mod p”, so we can take y = a-‘/?-l. a 
3. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF MAXIMAL ORDERS 
We now let R be an arbitrary Dedekind domain with fraction field K, 
and we let 9 denote a typical prime of R. 
THEOREM 3.1. For each Y’, define n(9) = max{ord,(J*- I), O}. Zf M is 
a maximal order in A, then M n E = R 0 Jlre, where JV is an ideal of R, and 
the .,V that can occur are precisely those where Jf3 divides n YnC9”). 
Proof For most 9, we have 1 in the localization R,. By Theorem 2.2, 
we can find a maximal R,-order J, with J, n E = R, @ R&T’e2 for any 
m >O where g3” divides ,?- 1. When A is not in R,, then 1-l is in the 
maximal ideal of R,, and 1 - ES-’ is a unit of R,. Working in the 
isomorphic algebra with 1’ = A-‘, we see that we get only m = 0. Now 
Corollary 1.5 showed that there is a maximal R-order L with 
L n E = R @ Re,. For all but finitely many 9 we have n(9) = 0, and we 
can choose 1, = L, when n(9) = 0. According to Proposition 1.2(c), there 
exists a maximal order M such that M, = J, for all 8. Thus we can find 
an A4 with M n E = R 0 JlrEz precisely when Jlr3 divides n 9n(9). 1 
Notation. Let “w; and wZ denote the unique relatively prime integral 
ideals with w1 YY;’ = 1R. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Every maximal order has discriminant ^ w; W2. 
Proof: The discriminant can be computed locally. For 1 in R,q, 
Theorem 2.2 shows us that the local maximal order is isomorphic to some 
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explicit M,. Computing reduced traces for the basis products as in 
Proposition 1.1, we see that in fact we get -I in every case. If 2 is not in 
R,, we must change to the isomorphic algebra with R’ = A- ‘, and there the 
discriminant will be - I -I. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. The maximal orders M with M n E = R@ Re2 are 
precisely the sets of the form 
where 98 is a fractional ideal of R. 
Proof. For all 9 not dividing ^ ILT2, we have 1 in R,, and M, must have 
a basis of the form { 1, ez, rx9e3, (a,))’ e4} for some up in the multi- 
plicative group K x. At all but finitely many of these, we must have cl9 a 
unit. Now let 9 be a prime dividing wz. We must change to I- ‘, and our 
maximal order at 9 then has a basis of the form 
{ L4, (uq)-l e;, u9ek} = (1, e2, uAAp’e3, (a,)-’ e4}. 
AS the conditions apply to the basis entries separately, we can now read off 
the elements of M: an element u + ue2 + weg + ze4 will be in M precisely 
when u and u are in R, when ord,(w) > ord,(a,) and ord,(z)> 
-ord,(cr,) for all 9 not dividing w2, and when ord,(w) > ord,(a,l-‘) = 
ord,(cr,dlr,) and ord,(z)>, -ord,(cc,) for all 22 dividing w2. These are 
precisely the congruence conditions determining fractional ideals 99-W; and 
&I-‘. This 99 can be any fractional ideal, since the c(@ and a9 can be chosen 
arbitrarily. 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. When ;1# - 1, the isomorphism classes of maximal 
orders satisfying M n E = R @ Re, are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
ideal class group of R. 
Prooj We have one such M for each fractional ideal &I, and an 
isomorphism (which must extend to an automorphism of A) simply sends 
69 to &!.?I for 0 # tl in K. i 
For most I,, there will be no cube dividing I* - 1, and hence by 
Theorem 3.1 we see that Theorem 3.3 gives a classification of all maximal 
orders in A. But for some choices of I there definitely are other types. They 
are not so easy to write down explicitly in global form, and we need a little 
more notation. 
Let M=nY m(9) be an ideal of R. We say u = /I mod ’ Jlr if u/B is in 
R, and ~(/a 3 1 mod 9”@‘) R, for all 9 dividing M. Let 4(X) be the 
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group of fractional ideals of R not involving any of the primes 9 dividing 
JV. and let 
Y’(M)= (xRIx= 1 modX A”}. 
Then X(Jlr)/Y’( JV) is the YU~ class group for ,N. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume I # - 1. Let JV be an ideal with X3 dividing 
rrp . “w) Then the ray class group for N acts simply transitively on the 
isomorphism classes of maximal orders having A4 n E = R @ Me,. 
Proof: Let f be the (uncompleted) idele group of R. That is, an 
element x = (x,) in f is a sequence of nonzero elements x9 in K with x9 
a unit in R, for all but finitely many 9. The group K” is a subgroup of 
2, the “constant” ideles. Let $‘(A’“) be those (xB) with each x9 a unit in 
R, and xg = 1 mod YmC9’R, for all 9 dividing N. The following result is 
familiar for rings of algebraic integers: 
LEMMA 3.6. The group y/(f’(Jf) . K” ) is isomorphic to the ray class 
group for JV. 
Proof: Given x = (x9) in fl, we first choose some p in K” so that 
P-‘x~E 1 mod9 m(9)R9 for all .6P dividing 3. (We know that such a B 
exists by the weak approximation theorem.) Then the fractional ideal 
n,J! ord2(8-‘x9) does not involve any prime dividing Af, and hence it defines 
a class e(x) in the ray class group. If we choose some other /I’ in place of 
/?, the value of the product will change by n, ~2“~~~(~‘~‘) = (p//3’) R, and the 
congruence conditions on /I and B’ tell us that p/B’ E 1 mod x N. Thus the 
ray class does not change, and $ is well defined. It is trivial to see that it 
is a homomorphism. It maps onto the ray class group, because suitable 
choice of x will make the product equal to any ideal prime to JV. Taking 
b = 1, we see that $ is trivial when x is in 2’(M); taking D = 4, we see that 
$ is also trivial on x = (a) E K”. Conversely, let x be any idele with Ii/(x) 
trivial. That is, we have 
for some y with y = 1 mod x M. Then ord,(y-‘fiP ‘x2) = 0 for all 22; and 
for 9 dividing N, we have y-‘p-‘x,= 1 mod 9”‘“‘R,, since both y 
and a-lx, satisfy that congruence. Thus x= { y-‘fi-‘x}(y/?) is in 
y’(J’“).K”. 1 
To prove the theorem, now, we recall that a maximal order M is deter- 
mined by the local maximal orders (M,), any finite number of which can 
481/146/Z-13 
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be changed. We know by Theorem 3.1 that there is at least one M with 
Mn E = R 0 Ne,. An idele (x,) can act on M by applying to M, the 
algebra automorphism sending e3 to x9e,; this does not change M n E. 
Any two local maximal orders with the same intersection are isomorphic, 
by Theorem 2.2, and thus 2 acts transitively on the set of all maximal 
orders with M n E = R 0 Me,. Proposition 2.5 shows that y’(M) is 
precisely the stabilizer of each M, and thus $/$‘(N) acts simply transi- 
tively on the set of all such maximal orders. The (global) isomorphisms are 
given by the action of the subgroup K”, and thus f/($‘(N). K” ) acts 
simply transitively on the isomorphism classes. 4 
COROLLARY 3.1. When R is the ring of integers in a number field, there 
are only finitely many isomorphism classes of maximal orders in any split 
nonassociative quaternion algebra, 
Proof: Theorem 3.1 allows only finitely many possible JV, and it is 
known [ 1 ] that all the ray class groups are finite. 1 
When ,! = - 1, there is another type of automorphism sending 
(e,,e,,e,,e.J to (e2, cl, Be4, -fl-‘e3). These new automorphisms do not 
change the intersection of maximal orders with E (because locally they 
preserve each M,). For a given intersection, the old automorphisms till 
sort the orders into classes corresponding to the ray class group. We can 
choose a basic order with every localization precisely equal to the 
appropriate M,, since our 1. here is in R,p for all 9. An idele x = (x,) 
sends this order locally to the one with basis element e2 +x,e,, and 
Proposition 2.6 shows that the new automorphism sends it then to the 
local order with basis element e, + (x8fl)-’ e3. Thus x is replaced by x-‘/I, 
and (with this choice of basepoint order) the additional automorphisms 
match each ray class with its inverse class. 
4. TWO-SIDED IDEALS IN MAXIMAL ORDERS 
In the associative case (i.e., 1” = l), the maximal two-sided ideals P of a 
maximal order M correspond to the prime ideals 9 of R under the map- 
ping 9 = R n P (see [4, Sect. 221). We get a slightly different result for 
nonassociative algebras. As before, we begin with the local case. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R be local with maximal ideal pR, and assume il is in R. 
The nonzero two-sided ideals of the maximal order M, are precisely of the 
form pS M, for s 2 0, provided that m > 0. Those in M0 are of the form p” . I 
fors20, wherezhas basis {e,,p’e,,e,,e,} andO<r<ord,(il). 
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Proof: Consider first M,, with basis { 1, e,, e3, e4}. Let O# I be an 
ideal in M,. Removing common factors of p, we can assume that I 
contains an element x = a + be, + ce, + de, with (a, b, c, d) = 1. Then 
e2(xe2 - e2x) = -de4 is in I. Subtracting -de, from xez - e,x shows that 
ce3 is in I. Now ce3 .e4 = ce, and e4 .ce, = ceq, so ceq is also in I. Now 
e4 . ce3 = Ace,, so subtracting it from eqx, we will get aeq in I. Because 
e2x - de,, is in Z, we get (e2x - de,) .e4 = (a + b) e4 in Z, and thus also be, 
is in I. As at least one of a, b, c, d is a unit, we have e4 in 1. Therefore e,, 
le,, and e3 are in I. If p does not divide i, then e2 is in Z, and I= M,. If 
p divides R, we have to consider the chain of R-modules with bases 
!:;a,: 
re2, e3, e4 > for 0 d r < ord,(i), and it is easy to check that all are 
Now consider M, with m > 0, having a basis 
(1, pme2, e,+e,,p-“(l-2e,-e,+e,)}. 
Write f = p-“( 1 - 2e, - e3 + e4). As before, we can reduce to considering 
ideals Z containing an element x = a + bpme2 + c(er + e,) + df with 
(a, b, c, d) = 1. The element (*) = pmezx - xpmez = -cpme3 + de, + de, 
is in I. Then (**)= (*).(e2+e3)= -cpmej +dAe, +de, is in Z, so 
(*) - (**) = d(e, - j-e,) is also in I. Now (A-’ - 1) e2 is in M,, because it 
is a multiple of pme2. So we have (2 ’ - 1) e2 S d(e, + le,) = d( 1 - A) e, in 
I. Thus we have d(e, + Ae,) + d(1 -A) e2 = d(e, + e2) = d in I. Multiplying it 
by e, + e3 on each side and subtracting the results, we will get bpme3 in I. 
Thenfbp”e, + bp”e,f= b(e, + ;Le,) is in I. The same argument we used for 
d shows that b is in I. Now d(A - I ) e, + d(e, + e3) = d(lle, + e3) is in Z, so 
subtracting it from (**) we get cpme, in I. Again cp”e,f+fcp”e, = 
c(ei + le,) is in Z, so c is in I. Finally, x - bpmez - c(ez + e3) - df= a is also 
in I. Because (a, 6, c, d) = 1, we have 1 in Z, or I= M,. 1 
This immediately gives us a result for arbitrary Dedekind domains: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose ;1 is not a unit in the Dedekind domain R. Then 
there is a maximal order M over R, and a proper two-sided ideal Z of M, such 
that Z is not contained in 9Mfor any prime 9’ of 92. 
More precisely, we earlier (Theorem 3.3) wrote down all maximal orders 
of R whose intersection with E is R @ Re,, and we can now write down all 
ideals in those orders. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let “w; and “w; be the unique relatively prime integral 
ideals with “w; Wz 1 = AR. Let M be a maximal order of the form 
M= R@Re,@@W*e,@g--‘e,, 
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where ~24 is a fractional ideal of R. The two-sided ideals in M have the form 
M.(J~e,@J1;e2@ki3W~e,@A9 ‘e,), where .,K, A;, and .A; are ideals of 
R and .h j divides W;. 
Proqf We can factor out ideals of R and write any ideal as .A?. I where 
I is not contained in any 9M. Lemma 4.1 tells us all the local possibilities. 
When ord,(i) = 0, we have just I,, = (1) with basis {e,, e2, (.%Wi),,e,, 
(A9 ‘),,e,). If i. is in R, and d divides R, we can have a basis of I,, of the 
form {e,, Fez, a,,e3, (?A ‘),,e4} for 0 <r < ord,?(i). This condition on t 
says precisely that 9’ divides WY. Similarly, if 8 divides 1,/i., we can have 
I,, with basis {e?, 9jp’el, (:a”lL;),.,e,, (.W ‘),Yeq; where 9” divides “/I>. 
Clearly then we have globally I=. t’ie, @.l;ez@.%$&e,@.% ‘eq with .,t; 
dividing 1; and -+J dividing %;. Conversely, any such ideals correspond to 
local two-sided ideals, and by Proposition 1.2(c) they give a global 
ideal. 1 
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